The first Hong Kong version of this internationally known work; written by the best construction lawyers in the region.

For over 135 years, construction professionals have relied on Emden's construction law, not only in the United Kingdom but across the globe. Now for the first time, LexisNexis bring you Emden's Construction Law, Hong Kong, a fully localised version of the title. This substantial work offers comprehensive coverage on the entire gamut of Construction Law. The Hong Kong version has been painstakingly adapted for the dynamic Hong Kong construction environment, with contributions from over 20 leading construction practitioners.
About Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong

Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong has been much anticipated by the Hong Kong construction law community, and contributed to by some of its most prominent members. Based on the original English work by Crown Office Chambers the Hong Kong version contains 27 chapters of detailed guidance, and is unparalleled in its local insight. For the first time it brings together UK and Hong Kong references, offering a truly complete resource which is tailored to local needs.

Contents cover the many changes and local specificities that have occurred in the 20 years post-handover. These changes include a huge growth in local case law, the introduction of the NEC, a move towards different standard contract terms, and a boom in ambitious construction projects across the region. Whilst traditionally construction lawyers might have relied on imported UK publications there is now sufficient divergence in law and practice to make a local version a necessity. Thus, LexisNexis are delighted to bring to market this most necessary of Hong Kong works.

Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong will be invaluable to all solicitors, barristers, architects, surveyors and other professionals concerned with construction law. It is comprised of two volumes, and is updated three times per year.
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Dr Arthur McInnis, General Editor

Arthur is an adjudicator, independent legal consultant, Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and General Editor of Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong. Formerly a barrister and solicitor in British Columbia and a solicitor in Hong Kong, Arthur is now an Adjunct Professor at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Senior Fellow at the University of Melbourne and a Visiting Fellow at the Asian Institute of International and Financial Law at the University of Hong Kong. Arthur has an international reputation in the field of construction law and projects which is tied to his many years of teaching at both the University of Hong Kong and the Chinese University of Hong as well as practice with Baker and McKenzie, Dentons and Clifford Chance. Arthur has over 100 publications and has given over 50 conference papers and addresses. He was the Honorary Legal Advisor to the Joint Contracts Committee, the body which published the new Standard Form of Building Contract (Private) for Hong Kong in 2005; a Chairman for 10 years of the Appeal Tribunal Buildings (Hong Kong); and a founding member of the Society of Construction Law Hong Kong.
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Emden’s Construction Law: A History of Firsts

1882

The original Emden’s text is written by Alfred Charles Richard Emden, a barrister and County Court judge, predating all the other major works on the subject in the United Kingdom.

1991

The 8th edition of Emden’s is published, the first to be presented in more than one volume, in looseleaf format.

2011

Crown Office Chambers largely rewrite the commentary for Emden’s for its 9th edition, and the number of volumes in it are reduced from five to two.

2015

Dr Arthur McInnis begins work on localising Emden’s for Hong Kong.

2017

Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong launches.
Introducing Lexis Red™

Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong is available on Lexis Red™, our new mobile application that gives you 24/7 access to the most up to date looseleaf content.

Compatible with Apple, Android and Windows devices Lexis Red™ is an award winning application, developed by LexisNexis to meet the specific reading and research needs of the 21st century legal professional. It combines the familiarity of printed looseleaf content with the time and space saving benefits of a digital library at your fingertips.

Lexis Red™ includes sophisticated search, highlighting, tagging and annotation functionalities, and allows you to access your title online or offline. Content updates are automatically sent to your account for download, meaning you can be sure you are always using the latest content.

For more information on Lexis Red™ and the titles available on the application please contact your account manager or visit www.lexisnexis.com.hk/lexisred

Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong can be purchased as:

A Lexis Red™ digital subscription
A Lexis Red™ digital subscription combined with a print subscription
As part of a larger package of LexisNexis content

To purchase Emden’s Construction Law Hong Kong, please contact your Account Manager or speak to Customer Support on +852 2179 7888